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BY PREETI THANDI
Toronto: Pan Nalin’s Angry Indian Goddesses is
creating quite a stir at the 40th edition of TIFF. Inmale director is grabbing international sales deals
here in Toronto and is set for a big release in India.
Engaging, endearing and charged with emotions the
favourite and will also gain commercial success.
It was well received at both the Press and Industry
screenings.
The story revolves around seven friends who
get together in Goa on an invitation. As one of the
ladies makes a surprise announcement about her
lessly, challenges and issues are bound to emerge.
Pan Nalin both elevates and celebrates womanhood,
featuring strong and powerful women who collide
with various contemporary issues head on.
no producer was willing to do it,” says director Pan
Nalin. “People would not even give us a meeting
-

morning, and went for breakfast.
Dilip Shankar would do a session
of meditation and then he would
quietly hold our hand and take us
into a space. Nalin would never
say action or cut, he just said start
and at some time our Director of
Photography appeared. We shot
things like that, for many actress-

Samsara and most recently Faith
Connections,
award-winning
a man. He wanted to explore the
way women talk, their desires
and what sensuality means for
them. His team started researching and bringing stories from
college canteens. “I was literally
thrashed by women in Kolkata in
a café because I was so intrigued
by their conversation and I kept
moving my chair closer,” reveals
Nalin with a laugh. Through the
casting process the story became
even richer as 200 girls were auditioned and Nalin kept re-shaping the story.
-

en? They would say put one guy at least or why
don’t you take a famous actress? The mainstream
Indian movies like Dil Chahta Hai, 3 Idiots, Rang
De Basanti are always about male bonding. Women
are often decoration or love interest or the sister to
be protected.”

a beautiful experience.”
Made in an organic way with

ghera as a wannabe Bollywood
actress, Rajshri Deshpande as a
maid, Pavleen Gujral as a homemaker, Anushka Manchanda as a
singer, Sandhya Mridul as a businesswoman, Sarah Jane Dias as a
celebrated photographer and Tan-

nishtha Chatterjee as an activist.
“It didn’t feel that we were shoot-

change the perception of women,
Nalin says, “I don’t know wheth-

Chatterjee who is here at TIFF for

change what is a deeply rooted
attitude. If people are entertained
in the right way, they will be inspired to change a little bit.”

was the most unique shooting experience, it felt like I was back to

Chatterjee adds, “The fact
that we are telling stories with
all women and people are enjoying watching it, that is a change
in itself. We don’t want to make
stories where women are only
victims. We just want to make
stories with women as protagonists like we make stories with
males as protagonists and keep
making them so you see women
the women are all professionals
and they have come together for
something, they have their own
lives, issues and human concerns.”
Angry Indian Goddesses
world premieres at TIFF as a
Special Presentation on September 18, 2015.

